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PRAIRIE BLUFF’S VACCINATIONS
ARE IN FULL SWING!
Did you know that over 98% of the people at Prairie Bluffs have received the first dose of the
Moderna vaccine? That percentage is fantastic! We had our first dose on Thursday, January 14.
By Thursday, January 28, the vaccine is 54% effective. We should expect our second dose during
the second week in February. By the end of February, two weeks after the second dose, the
vaccine should be 94% effective! We are beginning to see the light at the end of the tunnel!
But, it is important to continue to follow all public health guidance to reduce the spread of
COVID-19 even after you have received two doses of vaccine. This includes wearing a mask,
staying 6 feet from others, washing your hands, getting tested for COVID-19 when needed, and
following quarantine and isolation requirements.
What about herd immunity? Herd immunity is when
most people in a population are immune to a disease.
Being immune means they cannot get the disease
because either they got a vaccine or they already had
the disease and cannot get it again, at least for a
while. When a lot of people cannot get the disease, it
helps to protect other people in the population who
are not immune. Having herd immunity can stop or
slow the spread. We do not know enough to be sure
herd immunity is possible. Vaccination is a way to
reach herd immunity without people getting sick.
Vaccination lets a person's body develop protection
against a disease without having to actually get sick.
What about proof of vaccination? COVID-19 vaccine providers are
required to enter vaccine data into Minnesota's immunization
information system, the Minnesota Immunization Information
Connection (MIIC). You will also be given a card after your
vaccination with the date you were vaccinated. We do not know
how or if any documentation of vaccination will be used for
participation in social activities, gatherings, travel, etc.
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"Winter is the time for comfort, for good
food and warmth, for the touch of a friendly
hand and for a talk beside the fire: it is the
time for home."
- Edith Sitwell

It is recommended that a person should wait 14 days before or after
COVID-19 vaccination to receive a vaccine for other diseases, like
flu vaccine. At this time, we do not know if this will be a vaccine that
people need to get again, like needing a tetanus shot every 10
years or getting a flu shot every year.
You can do your part now by continuing to help slow the spread of COVID-19: Wear a mask, wash
your hands often, stay 6 feet away from other people, and stay home if you are sick. Doing all of
these things will help keep people healthy until a vaccine is widely available.
Source for this article: https://www.health.state.mn.us/diseases/coronavirus/vaccine/basics.html

"Winter, a lingering season, is a time to gather golden moments, embark upon a sentimental
journey, and enjoy every idle hour."
- John Boswell
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BY KATIE GILLMAN
Well, this month has had a lot of great things happening and I feel a
sense of hope for the rest of 2021. Our community had its first dose of
the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine! We are happy to report that nearly
98% of residents received this vaccine across the entire community.
WOW!
I would love to share with you all some great news of my own! On
January 2nd, I was heading to my sister’s house with my boyfriend
Will for a family game night and ended up being surprised with a
proposal! I was completely caught off-guard. Will proposed in the site
of our first date which was my sister’s backyard patio. Will had his
mom, sister, and my mom and sister help decorate the patio with
candles and a trellis covered in lights—beautiful! I can’t say I
remember a single word that Will uttered because I was so surprised
and just excited to just say “yes!”
Will and I are officially engaged and very elated to spend our lives
together. It was a perfect night and one that I will always remember.
We have chosen to get married in a very small, intimate ceremony this
coming May in Nisswa, MN and we hope to celebrate with a bigger
reception once COVID is under control.
As for the new hobby that I was going to try for this year. Will and I
decided to purchase a 1963 Cadillac Series 62. We are going to work
on fixing it up together and look forward to some fun cruising days
this summer! Here are some pictures to enjoy of the proposal and our
new classic car �
Best wishes to you all!

Happy February everyone! I wanted to take some time this month to
thank all of you who have recommended and reviewed Prairie Bluffs
on Google and Facebook. It really does have a huge impact on our
online presence and can help people chose the communities they
want to look at when considering senior living.
I also wanted to mention the exciting increase in bonus for referring
someone that moves in here at Prairie Bluffs. The ownership has
increased the referral bonus from $1000.00 rent credit to a $2000.00
rent credit! If you have any questions about the referral process,
please feel free to give me a call.

NUTS AND BOLTS
BY PATRICK WINSOR

I hope February finds you well! I’m hoping we have seen the worst of
the weather at this point, but this is Minnesota....
I would like to take this time thank everyone who continues to put an
effort into our recycle program. Because of your efforts, our
recycle/trash ratio continues to be very close to 1 to 1 (1 yard recycle
to 1 yard trash). In my opinion, this is a tremendous accomplishment.
We are keeping that recycle end out of our landfills.
There are a few rules to keep in mind when putting the effort into
sorting your recycle items. Plastic that you can push your finger
through are not allowed. This would include bread bags, freezer bags,
trash bags, and items similar to this. Please keep in mind that we are
not allowed to put our recycle items in plastic trash bags. Another item
not accepted is shredded paper. The last item to keep in mind for
recycle is cardboard that has been in contact with food. This includes
burger boxes, pizza boxes, and items like this. All of your efforts on
this program are greatly appreciated.
I will be looking to do a bird feeder program after the frost has come
out of the ground. Please start looking at the property for areas you
would like to see some feeders. I plan on discussing these areas with
you in March for ideas and hoping to have an April install.
Have a great February!

CONCIERGE CORNER
BY KAY SOUPIR
We are already starting our second month of 2021 and that means
more daylight and brighter sunshine coming our way! February is the
shortest month of the year with 28 days.
Just a few February reminders to everyone. Please call the front desk
at 952-444-5000 by 10 am if you would like to order the main meal for
lunch or dinner. If for some reason you do not get an answer at the
front desk, always leave a message and we will return your call as
soon as we can. Happy Valentine’s Day Everyone!
"Every gardener knows that under the cloak of winter lies a miracle ...
a seed waiting to sprout, a bulb opening to the light, a bud straining
to unfurl. And the anticipation nurtures our dream."
- Barbara Winkler
Winter is the time of promise because there is so little to do- or
because you can now and then permit yourself the luxury of thinking
so."
- Stanley Crawford
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ACTIVE LIFESTYLE
BY ANNA ANDERHAGEN
One of my goals this year is to develop more of a growth mindset. A
growth mindset is exactly what it sounds like; a tendency to believe that
you can grow! In Carol Dweck’s book Mindset: The New Psychology of
Success, she explains that a growth mindset thrives on challenge and sees
failure “not as evidence of unintelligence but as a heartening springboard
for growth and for stretching our existing abilities.”
Easier said than done! How can we create a growth mindset?
1. Acknowledge and embrace imperfections.
2. View challenges as opportunities.
3. Stop seeking approval. When you prioritise approval over learning, you
sacrifice your own potential for growth.
4. Use the word “yet.” Dweck says “not yet” has become one of her
favorite phrases!

SNOWFLAKES, ANYONE?
Roger and Rosie made
bling snowflakes for
their grandchildren.

CELEBRATIONS THIS
MONTH
American History Month – Study a particular period in U.S.
history this month! Check out these websites: The American
Memory from the Library of Congress, the National Museum of
American History, and The History Place.
Expect Success Month– According to Jack Canfield in his
bestseller The Success Principles, "When you begin to believe
that what you want is possible, your brain will actually take
over the job of accomplishing that possibility for you."
Friendship Month– Celebrate Random Acts of Kindness Week
(Feb. 15–21), Friendship Movie Night (Feb. 23), and Friend
Forever Day (Feb. 26).
Library Lovers' Month –Visit your local library or take a virtual
tour of a famous library around the world.
Plant the Seeds of Greatness Month – February is the month to
conquer the barriers to your success, learn a new skill, make a
change in your life, and begin to grow your greatness.
Reader's Digest Month – Reader's Digest may be one of the
most popular magazines in the world, with millions of readers
in over 70 countries and with editions translated into over 20
languages. This magazine was started by a man named DeWitt
Wallace, who thought of the idea while recovering from
shrapnel wounds suffered in World War I. He launched the first
issue in February 1922. Wallace's idea was simple. He would
gather his favorite articles from a wide variety of magazines
and publish them together in one journal. Sometimes he even
rewrote and shortened articles that were too long. Wallace
hoped that his little magazine would earn him $5,000 a year,
and by 1929, it was generating $900,000 a year!
Mandala Month – A mandala is an artistic geometric design
created in Hinduism and Buddhism as an aid to meditation.
There are now mandala coloring books. Coloring a mandala
combines the benefits of meditation and art therapy.
"Snap! Crackle! Pop!" Month – According to the U.S. Patent &
Trademark Office, Kellogg's Rice Krispies cereal was first
introduced on February 29, 1928.

HAPPY
NATIONAL
CHOCOLATE
CAKE AND PIE
DAYS!

DID YOU KNOW?
Lake Superior contains enough water to submerge all of North
and South America in one foot of water. The lake is fed by some
200 rivers, including the St. Louis, and contains 10% of the fresh
water on Earth.

SALTY TRIVIA
Roger Smith, Rosie, Ann and Roger S.
enjoying some coffee and pie.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN!

Hand made stamp card by
Mary Ellen Smith

Honest Abe’s birthday is February 12th.
He grew up on farms in Illinois,
Kentucky and Indiana but preferred
reading, writing, and academics to the
hard labor of tending the land. He
became a lawyer and prominent
political leader, serving in the Illinois
House of Representatives and the U.S.
Congress before becoming president
in 1861. He led the country through the
American Civil War, preserving the
Union and abolishing slavery. Lincoln
was assassinated just days after the
war’s end.

•
•
•
•

Salt is one of the few spices that is all taste and no smell.
Salt is the only rock humans eat.
Table salt is about the same price now as it was 150
years ago.
Only 5% of salt is used at the dinner table. It is also used
for de-icing roads and in cleaning products.

LIVE STREAMING CHURCH AND
SYNAGOGUE SERVICES (SUNDAYS)
9:00 and 10:40 Grace Church https://grace.church/watch-live/
8:30, 9:45 and 11:00 Wooddale Church
https://wooddale.org/live/
8:15 and 10:45 Cross View Lutheran Church
https://www.crossview.net/worship/media.cfm
9:15 Immanuel Lutheran Church https://livestream.com/ILC
9:00 Beth El Synagogue https://www.besyn.org/religiouslife/live-streaming/
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FOR YOUR HEALTH

FEBRUARY ANIMAL: CHAMELEON

BY JENNIFER WHEREATT
February is Heart Disease Awareness Month
Your heart is a complicated pump that circulates blood, oxygen, and
nutrients through the body, while removing carbon dioxide. Heart
disease is the leading cause of death and disability in the US with
600,000 deaths per year. It is important to know your risk for heart
disease.
The leading risk factors are:
•
Obesity
•
High cholesterol (linked to unhealthy diet and weight)
•
High blood pressure (linked to weight)
•
Diabetes (can be linked to diet and weight)
•
Alcohol or tobacco use
•
Unhealthy diet
•
Physical inactivity
•
Poor dental health
While the leading risk factors can be controlled for the most part, other
risks factors such as age, sex, family history, and stress cannot. Men
have a greater risk for heart disease than women, but women’s risk
increases after menopause.

Chameleons are a part of the Chamaeleonidae family, which
has over 200 species. Ranging in size from a half an inch to over
two feet long, they are amazing climbers and have long, sticky,
fast acting tongues. Many, but not all chameleons can change
color. They use this ability to help camouflage themselves from
predators, regulate body temperature and communicate with
other chameleons. Their feet work like salad tongs. They also
have prehensile tails with which they can grip branches.
They eat insects and are native to the rainforests of Africa, Asia,
southern Europe, and Madagascar. Chameleons are sometimes
kept as pets. The males tend to be more colorful and ornate
than the females.

FEBRUARY BIRTHSTONE:
AMETHYST

Coronary artery disease looks different in men than women. Men are
more likely to have chest pain, while women have symptoms like chest
discomfort, shortness of breath, nausea, and fatigue. Heart attacks are
known as the silent killer for women as they may not present with any
symptoms, which is why they kill more women than men each year.
The heart is an amazing part of the human body but like everything else
needs to be cared for. The best most effective ways to reduce your risk
of heart disease are: do not smoke, keep blood pressure, cholesterol,
and diabetes in control, exercise 30 minutes a day multiple times per
week (this can include a light walk), eat a diet low salt and saturated fat,
maintain a healthy weight, reduce and manage stress (exercise can help
with this), and practice good hygiene.

HAPPY FEBRUARY BIRTHDAY TO…

For many thousands of years, the amethyst, of the quartz family,
has been a sought after jewel. Moses described it as a symbol
of the Spirit of God. It was believed to protect crops from
plague, bring good fortune, and prevent drunkenness. In fact,
amethyst means “not intoxicated” in Greek. The stone is more
valuable when its color is a deep, rich purple.

Linn C. 2/17

Medieval European soldiers wore it as protection in battle,
believing that amethyst healed people and kept them coolheaded. Today, amethysts are associated with peace and inner
strength. Amethyst is said to help you to apply your intellectual
powers to any difficult situation. It helps in developing an
ability to think more clearly and decision making.

MORE ABOUT FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY FLOWER: VIOLET

You share a birthday with Jim Brown- from the Cleveland Browns who is
considered one of the greatest runners in NFL history, Rene Russoactress, Michael Jordan- one of greatest players in NBA history and
Paris Hilton- socialite and grand-daughter of hotel mogul, Conrad Hilton.

February takes its name from the Latin word februare, which means “to
purify.” The Romans purified themselves in February, a ritual undertaken
in preparation for spring. The Anglo-Saxons called the month Solmonath,
meaning “cake-month,” because cakes were offered to the gods during
the month. In Spanish, February is Febrero. In French, it is Février and in
German, it is Februar.
The U.S. Greeting Card Association estimates that approximately one
billion valentines are sent each year worldwide, making Valentine’s Day
the second largest card-sending holiday of the year behind Christmas.
The association estimates that women purchase approximately 85 percent
of all valentines.
"Away in a meadow all covered
with snow,
The little old groundhog looks for
his shadow,
The clouds in the sky determine our
fate,
If winter will leave us all early or
late."
- Don Halley

REFERRAL BONUS
If you refer a new resident to
Prairie Bluffs, you will receive
$2,000.00 in rent credit!
Please contact Colin or the
front desk to set up a tour with
the potential new resident.

Most people think of the rose as the traditional Valentine’s Day
flower but it’s actually the violet! According to legend, the
Christian priest St. Valentine (who was imprisoned by the
Romans) used ink made from crushed violet blossoms that
grew outside his prison cell to write notes of love and
friendship. Violets represent faithfulness and the return of
affection. Some people think if you dream of violets, you will be
successful and advance in life.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU

JUST FOR FUN DAYS
February 2nd is Honor WWII Veterans Day – It was on this day
in 1943 that the German forces surrendered at Stalingrad. This
Allied victory was a turning point in the war.
February 5th is Wear Red Day – National Wear Red Day is held
annually on the first Friday in February, which is Heart Month.
February 8th is "Love May Make the World Go Round, But
Laughter Keeps Us From Getting Dizzy" Day – The whole week
is dedicated to Victor Borge's notion that "laughter is the
shortest distance between two people" and Joel Goodman's
notion that "seven days without laughter makes one weak."
February 12th is The Ladies Are in Charge Day – On this day in
1870, the Utah Territory gave women the right to vote, long
before women's suffrage was won nationally.

Introducing...Beverly Lippka!
Did you know that Bev has walked on all 7 continents? She even visited
Antarctica a couple years ago! And even though she has traveled around
the world multiple times, she has always lived in Hennepin County, south
of Highway 7. Bev is a life-long learner filled with curiosity, creativity and
compassion.
What are your top three life highlights? Patti, Billy and Susan. My
children are the lights of my life. They all live within 14 miles of me! I also
have 5 grandchildren and 7 great-grandchildren.
What is the most important thing that you have learned in the last five
years? Accept change. I am the last of my generation in my family. I was
married for 65 years. I grew up in St. Louis Park when it was just a small
village on the outskirts of Minneapolis. Do you know that the same
Lutheran minister baptized, confirmed and married me? He even baptized
my three children!
What do you do for hobbies? I love to read. I love all genres, especially
war stories. I even read books on my cell phone. I also knit. I am knitting
baptismal shawls for my daughter’s church right now. I also used to knit ski
sweaters for my whole family but my family said they were too hot.
What is the most interesting job that you ever had? I designed travel
destinations for company incentive programs. Once I designed a double
chartered plane trip around the world.
What is the best vacation you have ever been on? My husband owned a
retail store in Minneapolis near Lake Harriet. Our store was open six days
a week so we rarely took a vacation. We did go on our honeymoon to the
Black Hills, so that counts!
What was the name of your store? Lippka’s Market on 43rd and Upton.
The store opened on Armistice Day in 1918. My husband, Rollie bought it
from his father. The only day off Rollie took was Sundays. Rollie was in the
motorcycle unit of the Shriners which became a huge part of our life. He
would be in parades every Sunday.
Do you have a favorite quote or motto? Be prepared. I was involved in
the Brownie Girl Scouts program and I also was a teacher. I taught
kindergarten for two years and was a substitute teacher in the Hopkins
school district for 12 years. I went to Miss Woods of Macalester, a finishing
school for teaching. I remember that we were told that we could not wear
red while teaching because that excited men. We were also told not to
wear patent leather shoes!
What is your hidden talent? My kids say that I’m the best cook in the
world but don’t all kids say that about their mom? I have so many friends
and family with great recipes.
Where is the best place that you have traveled to and why? The best
place to travel is Minnesota! I love the change of seasons and I couldn’t live
where it’s the same all the time. I also love New Zealand and have seen
amazing animals on safari in Africa. Right now, I love my location, location,
location! I have found the perfect apartment at Prairie Bluffs.
When are you happiest? When I am with my kids. I am so proud of my
three children.

February 18th is Pluto Day – Pluto was discovered by
astronomer Clyde Tombaugh on this day in 1930. Although
there is no definitive proof, Mickey Mouse's dog Pluto was
named for the planet. Many sources say that Walt Disney
wanted to capitalize on the fuss of the newly discovered planet.
February 20th is John Glenn Orbits the Earth Anniversary – On
this day in 1962, John Glenn made space history when he
orbited Earth three times in four hours and 56 minutes.
February 21st is Female Dentist Day – Lucy B. Hobbs became
the first U.S. woman to earn a doctor of dental surgery degree
this day in 1866. Is your dentist male or female? As of 2019,
nearly 30% of dentists are female. Have you seen your dentist
recently?
February 23 is Flag Raising on Iwo Jima Anniversary – On this
day in 1945, the U.S. Marines neutralized the Japanese defenses
and scaled the southern tip of Iwo Jima after four long days of
battle. Photographer Joe Rosenthal took several photos shortly
after the victory. The most famous photo was of the second flag
raising; that photo earned Rosenthal a Pulitzer Prize.
February 27th is Polar Bear Day – Polar Bear International
celebrates Polar Bear Day to raise awareness of the struggles
that polar bears face as a result of the melting of the Arctic
glaciers.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
BY AMANDA BUEGEL
Let us get our snack on!!! Happy February!
Did you know that February is National Snack Food Month?
National Snack Food Month was created by the National Snack
Food Association and the National Potato Promotion Board in
1989. Their goal in founding this month was to increase
consumption and raise awareness about snacking, and the
importance of keeping it as healthy as we can! I found a list of
great and healthy snacks that are easy to do at home:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mixed nuts
Pepper slices dipped in guacamole
Greek yogurt with granola, oats, and/or mixed berries
Apple slices, carrots, or celery dipped in peanut butter
Dark chocolate with almonds
Cucumber dipped in hummus
Any fruits and veggies
Cottage cheese
Cherry tomatoes with mozzarella and basil
Hard-boiled eggs
Healthy beef jerky
Protein shakes or fruit smoothie

Growing up, my mom always had celery with peanut butter and
raisins (ants on a log she called it) as an after-school snack for
us kids or she would have baby carrots and ranch dressing.
These are all great snacks that are easy to do and good for you.
If you have suggestions for some good and easy snacks, please
let me know so I can share them with the rest of the community.
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FEBRUARY POETRY
"If apples were pears
And peaches were plums
And the rose had a different name.
If tigers were bears
And fingers were thumbs
I'd love you just the same."
- Anonymous

"See the falling snowflakes
drifting by the pane,
Winging glasslike angels
falling just like rain.
The air is crisp and stirring,
the freshly fallen snow.
And the warmth I'm feeling inside,
sets my eyes aglow.
This winter's day has come before
and will come again.
It finds its way to Earth
every now and then."
- Linda A. Copp, A Winter's Day

"The birds are gone,
The ground is white,
The winds are wild,
They chill and bite;
The ground is thick with slush
and sleet,
And I barely feel my feet."
- Winter Poems

"I stood beside a hill
Smooth with new-laid snow,
A single star looked out
From the cold evening glow.
There was not other creature
That saw what I could see,
I stood and watched the
evening star
As long as it watched me."
- Sara Teasdale
Excerpts from
February Twilight

"Thirty days hath September, April, June, and November,
February has twenty-eight alone, All the rest have thirty-one;
Excepting leap year, that 's the time
When February's days are twenty-nine."

VIRTUAL TRAVEL AND LEARNING
Time to go to the Great Lakes! Take a scenic tour into the largest
freshwater system on Earth without having to travel for miles. And get to
experience different adventures on a virtual journey to North America’s
Great Lakes! https://www.greatlakesnow.org/virtual-field-trip/
Experience different cultures from all over the world as you take a virtual
stroll through Google Arts & Culture. Step into the wonders of Machu Pichu
or climb the famed Eiffel Tower without having to get up from your seat.
https://artsandculture.google.com/
Experience an expedition like no other as you travel to Son Doong Cave,
the world’s largest natural cave found in central Vietnam. Explore its vast
caverns and clear waters in virtual reality!
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news-features/son-doongcave/2/#s=pano60
Travel back in time where the ancient pharaohs of Egypt once ruled and
uncover the secrets of the great pyramids on a virtual tour through Ancient
Egypt. Learn all about the Egyptians’ writing system, way of life and their
history. https://discoveringegypt.com/

GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Introducing… Richard Odoom!
Richard is a Home Health Aide at Prairie Bluffs and is also on
the Safety Council here at Prairie Bluffs. Richard is a very
humble and hard working person. In fact, he is so humble, he
did not want his picture taken for this article!
What do you like most about Prairie Bluffs? It is like family
here. My coworkers are awesome and so is the administration.
Everyone cares about people here. The people that live here
are like my mothers and fathers.
Do you have a favorite quote or motto? Love thy neighbor as
thyself.
What might someone be surprised to know about you? I
care so much about the people that live here and work with.
Where have you gone on vacation? I went to the Statue of
Liberty and Ellis Island. It was filled with history! You can’t live
without history. You need history to build the future.
Who do you admire? I admire people who are honest, hard
workers and are diligent.
What is the most important thing you have learned? Being
honest, having humility and above all- be of service to all
people.
What is your favorite thing to do? Watching adventure and
dramatic movies. I also love to read, especially novels.
When are you happiest? I am happiest when I am in the midst
of people. We are social beings. I am always so happy to see
everyone!

WORD SCRAMBLE
1. I R T N C A E ______________________
2. E P T S M T E _____________________
3. M R P T U C E _____________________
4. A L T R E T P ______________________
5. U T L V A _________________________
6. R L U B T A U ______________________
7. N D A R Y L A _____________________
8. E B C L R I S B ____________________
Word Scramble Answers at bottom of page.

SUDOKU

Located at the heart of New York City stands one of the world’s most
famous buildings in history, the Empire State Building. Completed in 1931,
take a virtual excursion inside the 102-story skyscraper and visit the
building’s Observation Deck located at the 86th floor that shows a 360degree view of New York City, as well as Central Park, the Brooklyn
Bridge, the famed Times Square, and the Statue of Liberty amongst others.
https://www.esbnyc.com/about/live-cam
Behold one of Britain’s iconic buildings and official residence of the Queen
of England. Take a glimpse at the magnificent palace that welcomes
thousands of guests and tourists from all over the world and learn a bit of
what it is like to be a part of the Royal Family.
https://www.royal.uk/virtual-tours-buckingham-palace

DOGGONE GOOD TRIVIA
The expression “three-dog night” originated with the Inuit and means a
very cold night—so cold that you have to bed down with three dogs to
keep warm!

Word Scramble Answers: certain, tempest, crumpet, prattle, vault, tubular, lanyard,
scribble
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